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M-200 DEFIBRILLATOR  MOUNT
  for Medtronic®/Physio Control® LifePak® 12 and 15 with or without bags

M-201 DEFIBRILLATOR  MOUNT
  for Medtronic®/Physio Control® LifePak® 12 and 15 with AC adapter

P-300 DEFIBRILLATOR  MOUNT
  for Philips® Medical Systems HeartStart MRx

Increase the safety of your crews and your 
patients during transport

An unsecured defibrillator can become a dangerous projectile 
in an ambulance compartment, resulting  
in severe injury, or even death, to those inside.  
Avoid unnecessary risk with a Ferno Defibrillator Mount.

 Each Ferno Defibrillator Mount is easily installed onto a  
 countertop or bench 

 A quick release mechanism allows easy locking and unlocking  
 of a defibrillator for grab-and-go convenience on scene

 Each Ferno Defibrillator Mount features a swivel base for easy 
 positioning and viewing of the monitor screen during patient care

 Ferno Defibrillator Mounts accommodate the defibrillator and soft 
 storage accessories
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Z-102 DEFIBRILLATOR  MOUNT
  for Zoll® M Series with Extreme Pack II & NIBP  includes mounting plate

Z-103 DEFIBRILLATOR  MOUNT
  for Zoll® E Series with Soft or Hard Case   includes mounting plates

  “help ensure the safety of  
             staff & patients”
“After the tragic loss of a medic in a neighboring jurisdiction, we 

made the decision that every item of portable equipment would 

be placed into cabinets or secured in a mounting bracket.  

We have found the P-300 mount to meet our needs. They are 

highly durable and the ease of use is fantastic for our medics. 

Every ambulance director should mandate the use of permanent 

mounts for all durable equipment to help ensure the safety of 

their staff and the patients who ride with them.”

  Robert Hawley

  LeFlore County (Oklahoma)

              “It is a great product.” 
“...The mounts are working out great. The feedback I have received from our crews is  

all positive. The monitors release quickly and with ease. The swivel action makes it easy 

to see the monitor from any position in the back of the ambulance and holds it in that 

position. It is a great product.” 

  Lt. Jim Morse

  EMS Coordinator 
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